
By Luke McCord

It’s Hip to Be Square 
TV history has a periodic table-sized list of popular nerd 
characters, and they’ve always been on the outside 
looking in. Not anymore. A slew of shows with nerdy 
folks at the center proves that it’s now all geek to us.
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The Big Bang Theory, tV’s most popular sitcom, has cashed in on 
nerd chic with seven seasons and a three-year renewal from CBS. 
comic book-loving sheldon, leonard, howard and raj all feature in 
the show, with neighbor Penny being the lone non-nerd. 

Premiering april 6, HBO’s new series Silicon Valley 
follows a group of programmers and computer techs living in 
a start-up incubator. creator Mike Judge pulls from his 
personal experience working in silicon Valley as an engineer in 
the late ‘80s. the show stars Martin Starr, who played the 
beloved nerd bill in Freaks and Geeks.

“it is a town full of engineers who, by stereotype or reality, are 
people who do things better than they do people. so there is a lot of 
social awkwardness. then you start throwing in those sums of money, 
where socially awkward people are now authorized to behave however 
awkwardly they choose to behave and no one is saying no, [and] it seems like a pretty ripe powder 
keg of comedy.” —AleC Berg, Silicon Valley executive producer, director, writer, told b&c. 

 hosted by revenge of the nerds stars rOBert CArrAdine and CurtiS 
ArMStrOng, King of the nerds celebrates geek culture through a reality competition. 
a group of nerds live together in “nerdvana” as they compete in nerdy games (cosplay and   

superhero debate teams) for $100,000 and the title  
of King of the nerds.

 “now it’s cool to be a nerd. that’s what we’ve seen. 
through the Big Bang theory to King of the nerds, 
it’s become very hip and cool to be a smart and out-of-
the-box thinker,” CrAig ArMStrOng, executive 
producer of King of the nerds, told b&c.

 on bbc america, the nerdist (hosted by 
CHriS HArdwiCk, self-proclaimed ceo of 
nerdist industries) delves into nerd culture with his talk 
show in the channel’s supernatural saturday program-
ming block with Doctor Who and Orphan Black.

 back in 1988, tV’s Bayside High was home to a character appropriately nicknamed “screech.” 
screech (duStin diAMOnd) had a nails-on-chalkboard pitchy voice and a robot named Kevin, 
and he fostered an unrequited love for popular classmate lisa turtle. screech’s nerdiness was only 
amplified in contrast to his fourth-wall-breaking best friend and sitcom lead Zack Morris. screech 
first appeared in the short-lived Good Morning, Miss Bliss. nBC picked up a handful of charac-
ters from the canceled show and retooled it for saturday mornings as Saved by the Bell. the rest 
is nerd-alert history.

  everything his West Philadelphia 
born and raised cousin Will was,  
the Fresh Prince of Bel-air’s carlton 
banks (AlfOnSO riBeirO) was 
not. it wasn’t just the sweaters tied around 
his neck and strict adherence to authority 

that necessarily made him 
a nerd. it was his 

undying love of 
the “uncool.” in 

particular, his love for 
tOM JOneS’ 
“it’s not Unusual” and the  
classic dance it spawned.

  Family Matters’ steve 
Urkel (JAleel wHite) 

hit about every nerd benchmark 
in the ‘90s:  high-pitched voice and 

high intelligence matched with a unique 
combination of physical and social awkward-

ness. When he wasn’t breaking things—and exclaiming, “Did I 
do that?”—he was pestering any member of the Winslow family 
he could find. originally slated for a one-episode appearance, 
Urkel’s popularity led to a permanent role. 

  by 1999, the landscape of the nerd began to change. the 
characters were central to the action, even celebrated, in the 
short-lived series Freaks and Geeks, which introduced perform-
ers who would one day populate the films of series coexecutive 
producer Judd ApAtOw. the show was set in the 1980s and 
offered a bittersweet, inside view to anything from getting picked 
last in sports to facing down bullies.

  “i always hat-
ed high school 
shows and high 
school movies, 
because they were always 
about the cool kids,” says 
pAul feig, creator and 
executive producer, Freaks 
and Geeks, told the a.V. club. “it was
always about dating and sex, and 
all the popular kids, and the good- 
looking kids. and the nerds were 
super-nerdy cartoons, with tape on 
their glasses. i never saw ‘my people’ 
portrayed accurately.”

  nerd-redefining shows like Chuck and Beauty and the Geek followed in the 2000s, 
reflecting broader cultural trends. once marginal, nerds were mainstream.

Freaks and Geeks lasted just one season on nBC in 

1999-2000, but the series had an enduring impact.
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HBO’s new comedy  
Silicon Valley stars 

thomas Middleditch (left) 
and Josh Brener.
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tBS’ reality competition show, King of the nerds, 
debuted in January 2013.

ribeiro

Family Matters 
character Steve 
Urkel, played by 

Jaleel White.

the Big Bang theory’s Jim Parsons




